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THE LEGACY TRAINING

We have joined forces in our passion to share our experiences and
love of the industry. We come together wanting high standards for the
professional where quality products get results, where hygiene is of the
utmost importance, where support brings the practioner success, where
careers build and grow, where communities flourish, where every detail
is discussed.
The 30 years experience we each bring to the table makes our classes
unique. Not only are we partnering with exceptional brands and protocols
we are also adding into everything, our own script, lessons, vision and
dynamic that takes each participant to a new level of learning. Nothing
can beat the one on one hands on capacity that we give in our small
classes. Visual, Tactile, Creative, Inspirational learning.
Our dedication to this craft speaks volumes as we navigate each
season travelling, planning, practicing, setup, cleanup, and execution of
hundreds of shared moments. Our enthusiasm does not diminish as we
also strive to continue learning and moving forward from your
suggestions.
You must continue learning also and make good choices where you
spend your dollar and what value you take away short and long term in
the experience plus the ongoing support. You must keep your learning
unique and challenging so you grow. Remember everyone watches
youtube and thinks they can do our job. Its easy right???
Book and plan to support our efforts and in return you will find a
renewed sense of loving your job and finding more purpose.

This is my take on the
role we play as a skin care
professional to help our
clients to achieve results
and prevent premature
signs of aging. My
program includes a deep
understanding of the
connection between the
skin and health in
general. I bring my
influence into the lessons
with nutrition, exercise,
lifestyle and balance.
I believe we can share
our passion of health and
well being to motivate the
client towards a more
positive outcome in their
experiences.

Chemical Peel Class is one day of theory and hands
on practice with a model. We review skin consultation,
contraindications and the fitzpatrick chart. We discuss
wound healing and product. You receive a small kit and
can buy the additional products needed. We train with the
DR Temt Chemical Peel from Europe.$495+gst
Microdermabrasion is a one day class also with
similar theory and different hands on practice. We train
you with the machine we sell. If you purchase the machine
we include this training. You receive a small kit to work
with and can purchase other products needed. $495+gst

Cara Facial Class
Add this service to your
menu with professional
training.
Lesson 1 - Bacteria, Basic
Chemistry, The Skin, The
Body, Systems, Skin
Conditions, Hygiene.
Lesson2-Skin disease,Aging,
Keratinization, Nutrition,
Wound healing.
Lesson3-Consultation,Tools,
Setup, Protocols, Skin
Analysis, Product knowledge
Demonstration of facial.
Lesson4- Practice and hands
on doing complete setup,
analysis, treatment, results,
and product review.
You will need to practice in
a professional setup on at
least 6-8 models to be
confident in the skills
learnt.
We can help you with that.
$1995.00+gst includes
basic Cara backbar and
professional smock, manual,
certificate - skincare specialist
We need 3 signup to run class.

BB DERMA GLOW
This class is for the skin
care specialist wanting to
add more specialized
treatments to the facial.
Infuse organic serums
into the epidermis using
a nano needle pen.
Improve the skin with the
appropriate ingredients.
Or use organic pigment
to even the skin tone to
give a look of makeup.
Treatments are always
better in a series.
1 day with model 9-5
The kit gives you the
serums and pigment
3 of each to work on 3
people as practice plus
the pen, needles and
product. $950+gst

DR TEMT CHEMICAL PEEL
This can be ordered with skincare
training. We use this peel in our
Chemical Peel Class.

					

ALL ABOUT BROW CLASS

This much requested class is to embody everything about the brows for the professional
that wants to add this full service to the fold. The theory will include design, facial shape
and how brows grow. Tweezing, waxing, threading will be covered and the student will
decide which to practice the most in the practical. Lightening and tinting the brows and
color will be taught with proper protocol. Also setup, tools, product and hygiene is learned.
This 2 day class is extensive in the procedures, theory, hygiene and practical. Our goal is
to give you a learning experience that ensures confidence and good practices. You also
learn Henna and Brow Lamination as the NEW trending servcies to be able to offer.
You will need 3 models. One for Sunday and 2 for Monday. $1200+gst
As a threading class you have one on one instruction for 2 days to practice the technique.
KIT: Waxing, threading, tweezing, tinting, lightening, henna and lamination supplies.
HENNA BROW CLASS
This class will teach you the theory
behind the organic henna pigment and how it
is mixed, applied and cared for to last as long
as possible. The henna stains the skin and
brow hair safely. Some skins the stain comes
off faster than others. This service is nice for
photos, special occassion or to show a full
brow on a potential client for a more semi
permanent service. Understanding color theory
and the skin makes a difference. Partial day
class with 1 model. $399+gst (kit)

BROW LAMINATION CLASS
This class will teach you the new trend
of lamination. By smoothing and straightening
the brow hairs we can create a more full
looking brow. The wiry, coarse, and unruly
hairs are tamed into a beautiful brow. You
learn the technique, application and care of
this new trend. This is a partial day with one
model and kit. $399+gst
The Henna and Brow Lamination can be a full
day class $800+gst.

LASH LIFT AND TINT CLASS
		
We offer a comprehensive class that
teaches the proper protocol for lash tint,
and lash lift. This class will either give you
the best start in this category or give you
a more advanced application. A full day
to learn the brand, supplies, set up, techniques, marketing and practice. With proper completion you are certified.
$450 + gst (kit) You may be required to do
some homework if you are new to this
procedure. Model is required.
This is a great next step for a lasher to add
this service to your menu. You can retail
the growth serum, lash mascara and
lash shampoo.

				

MICRO-BLADING EYEBROWS

We recommend having some experience with eyebrows for your own success. We suggest
The Brow Class that equips you in brow services and experience.Then Micro-Blading is a
great add on service to provide to your existing clientele.
Micro-Blading is a class that teaches a brush stroke method of pigmentation to
give a more natural looking brow. For the aging client that experiences hair loss and
diminished eyebrows this service is recommended. Micro-Blading is eyebrow embroidery
with feathery strokes to replicate the look of an actual brow hair. This more subtle
approach is popular but requires proper training and support. We also include eyebrow
mapping and shading, powdering and stipling to give the brow more contour.
This 3 day class gives you the theory, procedure, hygiene, setup, and practical to
get you started. You need 2 models and we can help you with setup requirements. We
teach with a variety of tools and the protocol from Health Canada to ensure safety. You
will be required to do 4 more models after the class to be certified. One on one in the
practical ensures your learning and confidence to perform the service. $2500+gst (kit)
Depending on your area and health inspection
you may be required to purchase an
Auto-Clave. We teach you both disposable
blade and pen technique. We teach liquid
chemo-sterilant and the Heat version. We offer
a deal to purchase the Prestige Auto-Clave
if you have taken the training with us.
We give you enough sundries to do all of your
models.

				

PMU Powder Brows

We recommend having some experience with eyebrows for your own success. We suggest
The Brow Class that equips you in brow services and experience.Then Powder brows is a
great add on service to provide to your existing clientele.
This 3 day class gives you the theory, procedure, hygiene, setup, and practical to
get you started. You need 2 models and we can help you with setup requirements. We
teach with a PMU Pen and needles and the protocol from Health Canada to ensure safety.
You will be required to do 4 more models after the class to be certified. One on one in the
practical ensures your learning and confidence to perform the service. $2500+gst (kit)
You can start with Ombre Powder Brows or add to your micro-blading experience. The pen
gives a softer powdered look to fill in the brows and controls the depth of placement of ink.
If you are returning and have taken micro-blading with us you may not need to do as
many models depending on your skill. Reach out to discuss as we value our students
continuing to learn with us.

CLASSIC LASH EXTENSIONS
The classic lash class will prepare
you for doing lashes.You are trained by a
master lasher with 10+ years of
experience. Hygiene, setup, marketing,
tools, protocol, set by step, technique
and hands on learning. Then you must
do at least 6 models and send in
pictures of your results for certification.
You receive a kit that gives you enough
supplies for your models. You are
required to buy your sterilization the
weekend of the class. We support you on
your learning journey and after with other
opportunities and wholesale supplies.
Two day class, usually Sunday, Monday 9-5 $1200+gst (kit)
		

				

						
					
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
							

RUSSIAN VOLUME CLASS
This class takes your lashing to the next level. 		
Learn from a master lasher how to
create fans and master stacking, Work with 		
quality premade fans and faster glue.
Learn to fill in the gaps and create hybrid looks.
This class builds your confidence in
a hands on setting to resovle any troubles and 		
improve your technique. See this as an
opportunity to hang out with a master lasher and
share experiences and stories.
$750+gst (kit)

For those lashers who took another program and for some reason feel the training was
inadequate or you are lacking the confidence we offer you a Conversion Class. This is one day of
training where you get to learn the techniques, protocol, review hygiene, application and recieve
a manual filled with great information. If you are far enough along in your skill and can do a full
set of lashes in 2 hours you can then be certified. If you require more practice you must then work
on models until you feel ready to send in pictures of your results. You will receive a small kit so that
you are using our product to practice but may have to purchase more supplies to be able to do
homework if needed. If you are not confident at all we advise to take the full program.
Conversion Class $600+gst 1 day.

$2700+gst

Continue to next page
This nail program is best suited for those that are serious about adding the nail
services to their menu and cannot attend a full time program at a school. This program is
designed to aid the professional that wants to build on their skill. You require to be either
working at a spa/salon or operating a home business with a proper hygienic setup. We
like to chat with you first to make sure that this program is a good fit for what you need.
We want you to move along at a good pace in the season to ensure that you are learning
everything without falling behind. This being said you need to dedicate 3 months of
practice time as you move through this program otherwise it is not a success. Each level
requires 10 practice sets including the ones at class. This will help you perfect each level
and work continuously on your timing. Nails are not easy. Building a successful nail
business is not easy. 250-613-9716 text me first and then we can chat.

Options Akzentz Class
Advanced Sculpting Class
3D Art Class
Advanced Nail Art
E-file and re-balance

		

BASIC FOOTCARE LESSON - $800+gst (2day)

Lesson 1 Sterilization, Skin, Foot Anatomy, Disease and function.
Lesson 2 Protocol, Setup, Tools, Equipment and step by step basic
			
Pedicure.
Lesson 3 Practical and fundamentals.
This 2 day program gives you a very basic foundation for a basic
pedicure. You receive a kit: stainless steel bowl, backbar footlogix,
and basic implements. You will purchase sterilization, towels and liners.
You will work on a model each day with normal foot care. Polish is
discussed and can be shown if you are not already doing nails.
You are required after the class to work on a minimum of 20 sets
of feet to practice the basic techniques. You will see many other
problems that you will not address until you come back and take
the Advanced portion of the program.

$800+gst (kit included)

					
CHENICE BEVERLY HILLS/ ITALY
We are the exclusive distributor for Western Canada for this family owned line of Liposome Color and
complete product. Chenice is only sold by the professional and we support you in all technical
application. Quality and creativity for the artist in you that demands results. We will be out through the
season in your area to chat about the possibilities.

				

WET SHAVE AND GROOMING CLASS

This class is based on a traditional shave service done in the barber shops with a more salon approach.
We will cover setup, tools and product needed. The sterilization and safety aspect. You will learn the blade
techniques, the complete procedure including preparation of skin, skin analysis, towels, cleanup and
finish. You will practice the complete procedure in the afternoon on a willing model supervised.
This class is small so you get the one on one support so book early. You will receive a basic kit in the class.
The Legacy Training - passing along the passion and expertise.
You will need towels , towel cabinet and proper reclining chair or bed to provide service.
You will receive a Kasho Captian Razor in your kit value of $200. 1 day $495+gst.
				
URBAN MAN CLASS
This class is a fusion of hairdressing and the barber services. We take the concept of men’s grooming
and styling into the complete look. You will learn consultation where you study the facial structure,
hair growth and hair color, balancing all components. The product needed, tools and setup to be able
to do more for the modern man. You will learn a complete haircut with fading and blending into the
right style using scissors and clippers. You will do a blade shave on the neck and use the blade to create
the facial hair design. Everything will be taken into consideration including eyebrows, mustache,
sideburns, ears, beard, face and hair. The facial hair will be tinted and groomed. You will learn finish
techniques including blow dry, product and home maintenance. You will need your basic supplies as if
you are doing a haircut. We will need a model with facial growth and hair in the afternoon.
You will receive a beard tinting kit in the class. 1 day 9-5. $495+gst .
Take both days - $800+gst

			

CHENICE TRICOLOGY CLASS - SCALP TREATMENTS

In this class we discuss hair loss, skin, hygiene, scalp conditions, nutrition,
scalp treatments, marketing and protocol. The class includes manual, theory,
practical and kit. Equipment is sold seperate. Understand eczema, psoriasis,
dandruff, hair loss for both men and women, dry scalp, sensitive scalp, oily scalp and
how you can help the client in the salon. Includes: kit, manual, certificate and
practical. Model is needed in the afternoon. $399+gst (kit) We need 4 signup to run.
			

CHENICE HAIR TREATMENTS CLASS

In this class learn to increase your revenue with longer lasting treatments for
dull, dry, frizzy, kinky damaged hair. Botox for the hair adds body and bounce as it
repairs dryness and moisture to smooth out the frizzy. The Keratin Smoothing
Treatment repairs the damage from over processing or hot tools and gives back the
smooth shiny healthy hair to the client. Learn both theory and practical to add into
your menu. You will need a model in the afternoon. $399+gst (kit)

			
CHENICE FOUNDATION CUTTING - BASIC
Start with the basics learning, hygiene, how to hold your scissors/comb, your
proper stance, sectioning, angles, the shampoo process, hair anaylsis, hair chemistry,
cutting a straight line and a short hair cut. 3 days with basic kit and mannequins.
					
$1500+gst
			
CHENICE CUTTING LESSON 1 - MEDIUM HAIR
You will learn sectioning a bob, protocol and the head positions to preform either a
inverted. bi level, straight, layered or isometrical bob plus the blow out.
2 days of instruction. we add to manual and kit. $1200+gst
			
CHENICE CUTTING LESSON 2 - LONG HAIR
You will learn long hair layering, texturizing, hygiene, setup, tools and maintenance.
2 days of instruction. we add to manual and kit. $1200+gst
			
CHENICE CUTTING LESSON 3 - MEN’S CUTS
All about the blending, thinning, clipper cuts and men’s cuts and blow out.
Clipper and trimmer work. 2 days of instruction. we add to your manual and kit.
$1200+
Complete program $5,000+gst The kit/manual is given in installments with each
level along with homework. You are tested at each level and work on mannequins.

CHENICE LIPOSOME COLOR - FOR THE ARTIST
Are you tired of competing with the drug store and home colors? Too many
tubes in the line to stock everything? Fading, not vibrant enough and not good grey
coverage? We can help!! We have been the exclusive distributor for Chenice for 10
years and can reduce your costs and teach you how to get results.
Chenice Liposome Color Intro - 60 shades, 10, 20, 30, 40 oxicreme, 1 lightener,
small herbal masque, small chemical neutralizing shampoo, bowl, brush, apron,
resource guide, swatch book and basic instruction. $800+taxes
COLOR APPLICATION LEVEL 1- this class introduces mixing, formulas, color
theory, a variety of basic foil placement, processing, 1-3 color application. Chenice
user - $399, Others - $499 - 1 day theory, manual, practical and mannequin.
COLOR APPLICATION LEVEL 2 - this class introduces more advanced techniques
such as balayage and ombre variations. Chenice user - $399, Others - $499 - 1 day
theory, manual, practical and mannequin.
Take both days Chenice user - $699, Others - $899
Purchase Chenice Intro at or before class get $100 towards next purchase.

				

CHENICE FANTASY COLOR CLASS

In this class you will learn how to create fashionable, fun, fantasy colors that
are bold and beautiful like an artist creates a painting. Color theory, pigment,
techniques, manual, kit and mannequin so you can practice in the class. Instant ideas
you can take back into your salon and offer to new clientele. 1 day $399+gst (kit)
				

CHENICE FANTASY HAIR EXTENSION

In this class you will learn to create a keratin bond, placement of the hair, the art
of hair extensions, peek a boo colors and home maintenance for success. You will
practice on a mannequin and receive a small heater, pliers, seperator, clips, 1 pellet
of keratin, samples of fantasy colors, and home maintenance. $399+ 1 day.

SATIN SMOOTH BEGINNERS WAXING CLASS
Day 1 - You will learn hair growth, skin, hygiene, your
tools, setup, consultation and product knowledge.
We will demonstrate leg waxing and practice on
each other in the afternoon.
This class is designed to give you a good start and
showcase a few techniques to hone your skills. You
will need to practice to improve these skills.
Day 2 - We will demonstrate underarm and basic
bikini continuing the learning process.
You will work on a model in the afternoon.
You will want a model that needs leg and under
arms done. If not find 2 seperate models.
Day 3 - You will continue to practice leg, bikini and
underarm on your models honing your skills in a
supervised manor. You will need a model at 10am
and 1pm and 3pm unless you find someone that
needs all the waxing. Your success of your
practical will depend on your models.
If we can get a face waxing model or back we
alos show that.
Then you go back into the salon where you can
continue to be mentored as you grow. If not,
You are then required to create a professional
setup and continue practicing on friends and
family until you feel more confident in what you
have learnt. We suggest 10 sets of each to really
hone your skills.
3-4 to run class
You will receive a beautiful basic kit.
		

ADVANCED WAXING

Day 4 - We will introduce hard wax and focus on
bikini and brazillian. You will need a model in the
afternoon. This day is optional. You must be
qualified to participate in this class.
3 days of instruction - $1200+gst (kit included)
4 days of instruction - $1600+gst (kit included)
Day 4 instruction - $400+gst
Prebook with 50% deposit.

STUDENTS
If you took waxing with us
previously and still need more
support you can join in a class
at anytime but must discuss this
with us so we can make room for
you. You would need models and
to bring your kit. We support you.

